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Document 83 

1 15 anon on bush's gorbachev's announcements on reduction of nucelar 
weapons, foresees world security with such nuclear reduction, recalls 
soviet's appeal to world on denuclearization by end of this century, 
expresses doubt as to realization of such denuclearization despite two 
leaders' announcements, notes urgent need for practical nonproliferation 
treaty. (5 min: korean 1300) 

2 16 anon on soviet proposal for nuclear arms reduction, notes reactions of 
many countries welcoming it. (4 min: korean 0900) 

3 17 anon on signifiance of latest bush nuclear disarm initiative and 
positive soviet response, stresses need to stop nuclear proliferation, 
which threatens world peace. (4 min: bur 1430) 

4 18 military observer aleksandr yakovlev on vienna seminar on military 
doctrines of csce nations, head of department of soviet armed forces 
general staff It-gen ladygin notes discussions expected to center on 
issues related to recent changes in military doctrine and obstacles to 
setting up of new systems of collective security, notes participants in 
vienna will be informed of substantial changes still to take place in 
soviet military doctrine brought about by domestic, political and economic 
situation in ussr and influenced by accords with usa on strategic 

- .. oHensive··armaments-·andalso--by--nueler.-dbarm-ini~iali·ves-of- bum-and· ------ --.
gorbachev. (4 min: enginter 1610 1910 2210 greek 2100 turkish 1900 polish 
1700) 

5 UNITED STATES 
6 19 report on gorbachev meeting managers from u.s. and canadian pension 

funds, incl prominent world financiers, re developing of soviet economy 
through capital investments, with gist remarks exchanged. (150 text sent: 
tasse 1416 tassr 1329; 300 text: tasse 2113; brief: tv 1630 1900 enginter 
1700 1800 1900 2000 2200 enguk 2100 greek 2100) 

7 20 silayev 7 oct address to moscow conf of u.s. investors. (c/r rossii 
071000, item 20 on 7 oct list) (3.5 min: mand 072200; brief: enginter 0700 
0800 engna 0000 0100 portuguese 072200 hungarian 072100) 

8 21 s. milyanchikov report on meeting between kozryev, rsfsr foreign 
minister, and bartholomew, u.s. under sec of state, re russian proposals 
for more radical reductions in nuclear arms than those stated by union 
government, with gist remarks exchanged. (one min: rtv 1800) 

9 22 oleg moskovskiy report on meeting between general lobov and u.s. 
presidential assistant bartholomew, with gist remarks exchanged, re bush's 
recent disarm proposals. (120 text sent: tasse 1452 tasse 1642) 

10 23 andrey pershin report on conclusion of u.s. under sec of state, 
bartholomew'S visit to moscow, reviewing topics discussed during visit, 
particularly those of disarm proposals an soviet-u.s. relations 
generally. (350 text sent: tasse 2222) 

11 24 stanislav lunev washington dispatch on army general konstantin kobets, 
rsfsr state adviser on defense and chmn cmtee on preps an4 implementation 
of military reform under ussr state council, completing visit to 
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washington, giving account of his meetings with u.s. defense sec richard 
cheney and general colin powell. (800 text sent: tassr 2050) 

12 25 summary aleksandr bovin izvestiya on soviet-u.s. relations, 
highlighting bush's recent disarm proposals. (cov pmu) (350 text sent: 
tasse 2307) 

13 26 summary ogonek intvw with former muscovite (vyacheslav serbin), who 
emigrated to new york 15 years ago, comparing quality of life in moscow 
and new york. (rpt engna 010100, item 22 on 1 oct list) (engna 0000) 

14 AMERICAS 
15 27 "latam in focus": (aleksandr grapov) lima dispatch·on 

peruvian-ecuadoran conflict, noting ecuadoran president proposing pope to 
mediate in conflict, while peru flatly rejected proposal, citing ecuador 
claims it lost territory in 1941 war with peru, does not want to recognize 
rio de janeiro protopol, quoting peruvian foreign minsiter torres y torres 
lara that peru will not accept changes in protocol. (5 min: spanla 0000 
0100) 

16 28 "latam in focus": (aleksandr grapov) lima dispatch on creation of 
paracas national park in peru for conservation of sea birds, migratory and 
resident birds, noting canadian credit used to estbalish park, telescope 
to be built. (3 min: spanla 0000 0100) 

17 TB0910141191TAKE2 
18 29 "horizons". (rpt "night chats", spancuba 020230, item 28 on 2 oct 

list) (spancuba 0230) 
19 30 sergey koshkin on events in haiti, where military junta, claiming that 

head of interim govt should be elected by parliament, has forced it to 
appoint nerette acting president, noting that finding themselves in 
international isolation, plotters are trying to create a democratic 

·----facade, ··stress-ing-hai-ti--faees---an-ec-onomi-c-blodcade-af-ter---suspension-of-aid--~-
from american and european countries, mentioning that oas mission to haiti 
rejected any other solution than restoring president aristide to power. 
(3 min: enginter 1310 1610 1910 2210 arabic 1500 camb 1100) 

20 31 anon on world reaction to coup in haiti. (4 min: viet 1400) 
21 VEST EUROPE 
22 32 report on vytatuas landsbergis 8 oct address at informal meeting within 

framework of annual tory conference in blackpool. (300 text sent: tasse 
1706; brief: enginter 1700 1800 1900 polish 1700) 

23 33 "culture and the arts": intvw with representative and pianist of 
musical forum of normandy, they describe activities and exchanges of fourm 
as it visits soviet union for first time, and give their first impressions 
of moscow. (17 min: frenchinter 071900) 

24 34 "good evening, austria": report on space project to mir with austrian 
cosmonaut participation, noting experiments are going to plan (7 min); 
intvw with austrian manager helga (stattler) who is teaching management 
techniques in moscow on her job (7 min); report on graz architecture 
students visiting ussr, incl intvw with austrian professor (streitmayr) on 
his impressions gained in ussr (6 min); last sequence, intvw with austrian 
professor steiner by moderator akimova n labor movt history (6 min); 
appeal to aid sick moderator irina akimova (3 min). (germaust 2025) 

25 35 "young listeners' club": incl discussion.on twinning of sorbonne and 
moscow state university and creation of french university in moscow, 
french ambassador to moscow cited on recent history of project, college 
president quoted on atmosphere of cooperation and problems overcome (13 
min); treasurer of movement of french democratic youth and ussr deputy who 
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is vice president of committee of young scientists on economic cooperation 
involving youth (3 min). (frenchinter 071900) 
36 reports on gorbachev's 8 oct kremlin meeting with italian 
industrialists' delegation led by sergio pininfarina, with gist remarks 
exchanged. (150 text sent: tasse. 2217 tassr 1605; brief: tv 1900 enginter 
2000 2200 enguk 2100 greek 2100) 
AFRICA 

28 37 "africa as we see it": aleksandr fedorov examines political climate in 
rsa, noting present situation seems to present threat to multi-party peace 
conference, situation outlined noting de klerk has accused anc of 
blackmail and an unconstructive approach to country's future, and 
recalling anc seems to be probing public response to individual parts of 
its program (4 min); aleksandr mikhaylov on an afp report that the sudan 
people's liberation army supreme commander has said peace talks will begin 
this month, disproving rumours that guerrillas had rejected govt peace 
plan, pointing out two sides have never been so close to compromise, 
however, there are influential forces which may be dissatisfied with 
expected compromise (4 min). (engafr 1730) 

29 MIDEAST 
30 38 aleksandr timoshkin 'the anniversary of al-aqsa mosque tragedy', on 

first anniversary of al-aqsa mosque incident when israeli forces opened 
fire on worshippers killing 18 people. (4 min: arabic 071700) 

31 39 report on remarks made to journalists by s.a. niyazov, president of 
turkmen ssr, upon his arrival in iran on official visit. (100 text sent: 
tassr 0856) 

32 40 report on 8 oct teheran meeting between turkenian president saparmurad 
niyazov and iranian president ali &kbar hashemi-rafsanjani, with gist 

~~---------- --. - --remaricsexchanged.--{4e()--text-:--tasse--2lZ6)- .-------- --------------------~ .~--~--
33 TB0910141291TAKE3 
34 41 anon on un inspection on weapons of mass destruction in iraq, notes un 

security cncl not to loosen sanctions on iraq because iraq's obstruction 
of un inspection. (4 min: korean 0900) 

35 42 aleksandr kushnir on united nations sanctions against iraq. (rpt 
enginter 071310, item 37 on 7 oct list) (enginter 1010 engna 0100 portbraz 
0000 0100 spanla 0000 portuguese 072200 swahili 071700 turkish 071900 urdu 
1100 hind 1200) 

36 43 "discussing with soviet citizens" program. (rpt greek 062100, item 49 
on 6 oct list) (greek 2100) 

37 SOUTH ASIA 
38 44 sergey viktorov on afghanistan situation and call by khaleqyar to 

opposition to meet for negotiations in geneva in presence of perez de 
cuellar, it its reported that former afghan monarch zaher shah is to 
participate and is hoped that this will help resolve afghanistan problem 
and bring about end to armed operations in country. (4 min: persian 1430) 

39 45 aleksandr kondratyev on de cuellar's intention to bring representatives 
of afghan warring factions together to find way out of their conflict, 
maintaining this is logical step to realization of his five-point plan for 
peace settlement. although irreconcilable mojahed leaders refuse to sit 
down at negotiatons table with najibollah, however, compromise is 
possible. (3 min: enginter 1310 1610 1910 2210 turkish 1900 hind 1200 
indo 1300 viet 1400) 

40 46 asian affairs: tass on fate of indian historic sites, relics. (3 min: 
mand 1000) 
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41 CHINA 
42 47 anon intvw with organizer of sino-sov beijing conf on joint ventures. 

(3.5 min: mand 1100 1300) 
43 48 summaries pravda corr on unemployment problem of chinese rural areas. 

(4 min: korean 0900 camb 1100) 
44 ASIAN COMMUNIST 
45 49 viktor valentinov on settlement of cambodian issue. (5 min, sent: camb 

1100 viet 1200 lao 1030 bur 1430 indo 1300) 
46 50 recorded stmt by lao amb to ussr marking anniversary of establishment 

of lao-soviet diplomatic relations. (rpt lao 071030, item 43 on 7 oct 
list) (lao 1330) 

47 . ASIA/PACIFIC 
48 51 "focus on asia": incl (alekseyev) on china, vietnam heading for 

normalization of relations (4 min); (konstantinov) notes un cambodian 
mission is being founded now that all parties concerned agreed on formul 
to settle cambodian issue (4 min). (korean 1100) 

49 52 aleksey kondratyev on president bush and gorbachev offer and counter 
offer on nuclear weapons disarmament. (rpt enginter 071310, item 46 on 7 
oct list) (enginter 1010 engna 0100 portuguese 072200 camb 1100 viet 1200 
urdu 1100) 

50 53 anon intvw with head of asia and pacific affairs department of russian 
republic foreign ministry, on foreign policy toward countries in asia and 
pacific region. (4 min: lao 1330) 

51 54 summary (sergey agafron) izvestiya on japanese bacteriological weapons 
laboratory during VVII. (rpt indo 051100, item 41 on 5 oct list) (4 min: 
bur 1200) 

52 55 tass intvw with rsfsr deputy foreign kunadze on territorial issue with 
-~----- -- -- -japan. --- (-500 t-ext---sent-:-t-asse-1S2'1--t-as-s-r-092-G-)------ ---------- --------------------- ----

53 56 asian affairs: anon on nakayama visit to ussr. (5 min: mand 1000) 
54 57 jap envoy edamura's moscow press conf on moscow jap cultural center 

plan. (5.5 min: jap 071400) 
55 58 sov far east journal: report on sakhalin tour of jap peace boat (10.5 

min); red cross activities in conjunction with japan, other nations (1.5 
min). (22 min, overall: jap 071100) 

56 TB0910141391TAKE4 
57 59 review of soviet publications' coverage of rok affairs during last 

week: notes articles on first anniv of establishment of soviet-rok 
diplomatic relations carried by soviet media such as izvesitya, anon 
media's intvw with rok ambassador to soviet union, others. (5 min, poor: 
korean 0900) 

58 EAST EUROPE 
59 60 anon on first steps taken by newly appointed romanian premier. (rpt 

enginter 071910, item 53 on 7 oct list) (enginter 1010 portbraz 0000 
spanla 0000 portuguese 072200) 

60 61 gorbachev msg to sfry leadership and supreme command of yugoslav ppl's 
army, re steady spread of military operations in croatia. (c/r tassr 
070815, item 56 on 7 oct list) (brief: tv 1630) 

61 62 anon on situation in yugoslavia, quoting gorbachev msg to yugoslav 
leadership and federal army command (one min). (c/r enginter 072200, item 
57 on 7 oct list) (4-3 min: enginter 1010 engna 0100 spanla 0000 portbraz 
0000 portuguese 072200) 

62 63 pogodin on situation in yugoslavia, re declaration of croatia and 
slovenia after expiry of 7 oct deadline for peaceful settlement of 
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poli tical conflict which turned into widespread civil war, noting 
separation of these two republics from federation seems to have become 
reality in wake of nonfulfillment of promises made by both sides, citing 
gorbachev msg to yugoslav leadership appeal for restraint. (5-3.5 min: 
camb 1230 viet 1200 lao 1330 mand 1100 1300 urdu 1100 hind 1200 indo 1300 
beng 1100 burm 1430; anon: kor 1330) 
IDEOLOGY 
64 valeriy platonov intvw with aleksandr yakovlev on removal of marxism, 
totalitarian structures and remnants of stalinism. (5.5 min: portbraz 
0100) 
MILITARY 
65 gorbachev message to kiev conference on 50th anniv babiy yar mass 
execution of local residents by nazis during Vi11. (100 text sent, sent: 
enginter 1300 1400 1500 1600; brief: mand 1300 1400) 
66 andrey raykin marking 50th anniv babiy yar tragedy. (poorest: polish 
1700) 
67 valeriy zaitsev riga dispatch on baltic council decisions on deadline 
for withdrawal of soviet army units from territory of lithuania, latvia 
and estonia, quoting commander of troops of baltic military district 
It-gen valeriy mironov (200 words). (300 text sent: tasse 2304) 
68 report on baltic council decisions on withdrawal of soviet army units 
from territory of baltic republics, quoting gen leonid ivashov, chief of 
defense ministry. (brief: enginter 2300) 
69 report on inter-republican consultative meeting at ussr ministry of 
defense, quoting shaposhnikov address. (1.5 min, sent: tv 1630 1900) 
70 konstantin savvin berlin dispatch on european security and peace 
strategy being subject of joint seminar of officers of bundeswehr and 

··western--group..-of. soviet-troops-,-brief~y-.quoting eol- ·reiilhart--her-zeg-~f--~~·~---
bundeswehr's corps and territorial command ost, on contacts between 
servicemen of two countries, quoting maj-gen ivan konovalenko, dpty chief 
of staff of western group of soviet troops, re situation in yugoslavia 
(brief). (150 text sent: tasse 1418) 
71 resume chemodanova intvw with It-gen ivashov, chief of ministry of 
defense directorate of affairs, on military reform and living and service 
conditions for soldiers. (4.5 min, poor: mayak 0030) 
SPACE/SCIENCE 
72 report on soyuz crew, incl austrian astronaut beginning silk road 
survey. (3 min: mand 072200) I 
73 "world of leisure": incl item on scientific association studying ufo's. 
(portuguese 072200) 
TB0910141491TAKB5 
74 vladimir shevel report on students being locked out of russian social 
sciences institute over a dispute over institute being abolished by order 
of chmn of rsfsr state cmtee for sci and higher education. (400 text: 
tassr 1420) 
75 "science and technology in ussr". (rpt hebrew 301800, item 67 on 30 
sep list) (hebrew 1800) 
RSFSR 
76 andrey nikiforov report on work of rsfsr 'supsov presidium which began 
with discussion of conflict which has arisen around soldiers' monthers' 
mvmt, summarising decision adopted. (5 min: home 1300) 
77 andrey nikiforov report on work of rsfsr supsov presidium discussing 
confict surrounding soldiers' monthers' mvmt, quoting decision adopted 

.• "'r-.' ~ ...... ; •. 10'. 
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(brief), also quoting intvws with economist granberg, chmn of cmtee for 
issues of inter-republican relations. (7 min: mayak 1230) 

82 78 nikjolay artemev report on work of rsfsr supsov, highlighting 
discussions on question of situation evolving around soldiers' monthers 
mvmt, quoting resolution adopted, also mentioning meeting currently 
underway between aleksandr rutskiy and gennadiy burbulis and other ppl's 
deputies and journalists. (3.5 min: rossii 1400) 

83 79 oleg zherebryonkov report from rsfsr supsov, re discussing alekseyev 
cmtee and shchit union, citing intvws with ppl's dpty sergey yeshunkov on 
his view of conflict surrounding soldiers' mothers mvmt and on possibility 
for reconcilation of sides involved in it. (7 min: rossii 1000) 

84 80 tass report on rsfsr supsov decision on cooperation with rsfsr and ussr 
deputies, quoting first four parts of decision. (350 text sent: tassr 
1843) 

85 81 lyudmila semina report on rsfsr supsov presidium discussing state 
structure of russian federation and structure of executive power, quoting 
address by sergey shakhray. (6 min, sent: home 1730) 

86 82 report summarizing rsfsr supreme soviet resolution on chechen-ingush 
situation. (400 text sent: tassr 1920) 

87 83 anon corr intvw with rutskoy, rsfsr vice president on rsfsr decision on 
chechen-ingush sitution. (1.5 min, sent: rossii 2200 rtv 1800) 

88 84 report on aleksandr rutskoy, rsfsr vice president, meeting with rsfsr 
ppl's deputies re his trip to checheno-ingushetia, comparing situation 
there with that in nagornyy karabakh, quoting rutskoy remarks.' (350 text 
sent: tasse 2318 tassr 1835: 1.5 min: tv 1900 rossii 2100 home 2000) 

89 NATIONALITIES 
90 85 anon on talks concluded in tashkent between delegations of uzbekistan 

. ····and·mayor;.'-s·1)ffi~ ... &f.-st .. -p&t"l"sb\lrg.,-&R-t.rade--and--eeon--c.o&p.·betweellr-.. -.----.-.... -
quoting karimov, president of uzbekistan, and sobchak, mayor of st. 
petersburg, on communique signed. (1.5 min, sent: tv 1630 1900) 

91 86 "in direct contact": valentina yushina and leonid levchenko on ethnical 
problems in ussr, on future prospects for gorbachev, yeltsin. (6 min: 
spanla 0100) 

92 87 dmitriy (chernikov) on republics' path to state sovereignty and 
creation of republican armies, noting problems go back to 1917 revolution, 
noting predominant role army has played in soviet history, concluding that 
militarization of new republics should be halted as soon as possible. (3 
min: frenchinter 071900) 

93 88 summary nezavisemaya gazeta intvw with eduard shevardnadze, discussing 
his readiness to mediate in georgia problems. (c/r tassr 072227, item 70 
on 7 oct list) (150 text: tassr 1035; brief: enginter 0700 0800 0900 1000 
1100 1200 dari 1500 burm 1200 urdu 1100 thai 1300 camb 1100 1230 viet 
1200) 

94 89 summaries tutnik izvestiya on armed conflict in georgia. (rpt enginter 
071310, item 68 on 7 oct list) (engna 0100 portbraz 0000 0100 spanla 0000 
hungarian 072100 beng 1100) 

95 TB0910141591TAKE6 
96 90 summaries (albert brodnik) izvestiya on georgian president's ultimatum 

to those involved in august-september anti-govt action and problems in 
georgia. (3 min: arabic 071700 turkish 071900; anon: swahili 071700) 

97 91 anon on developments in georgia, reviewing republic's independence 
mvmt, noting two ppl killed in clashes between opposition and georgian 
president's supporters. (3.5 min: arabic 1500 persian 1430 greek 2100 

_. -_ •..... _ ... 
' . .; .' 
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turkish 1900 mand 1100 1300 kor 1300) 
98 92 reportys on vytautas landsbergis' reply to telegram of soviet defense 

ministery shaposnikov, re defense ministry's readiness to receive 
lithuanian delegation. (c/r tasse 070838, item 72 on 7 oct list) (brief: 
enginter 0900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 arabic 071700) 

99 93 galina vinitskaya intvw with anatoliy sobchak, mbr ussr political 
consultative cncl, on results of his trip to tajikistan. (400 text sent: 
tassr 1600; brief: enginter 2000 2200 2300 enguk 2100) 

100 94 report on meeting, intvws with tatar pariamentary members. (5 min: 
turkish 071900) 

101 SOVIET ECONOMY 
102 95 vyacheslav solovyev on agreement reached in alma ata re establishment 

of economic community, noting managers in soviet republics were first to 
realize effect of severing former economic ties, deputy director of 
tractor factory in minsk notes after proclaiming its sovereignty 
belorussia not only found itself face to face with independence but also 
with lack of reliable economic contacts, provisions of agreement outlined, 
izvestiya quoted noting signing of document is more important than 
finalizing details, kommersant notes longer leaders find pretexts for not 
signing agreements longer they will have to exist in company of their 
sovereign fellow sufferers. (4 min: enginter 1310 1610 1910 2210 persian 
1430 turkish 1900 greek 2100 polish 1700 indo 1300 thai 1300; anon: korean 
1300 viet 1200 lao 1330 bur 1200 1430) 

103 96 intvw with ivan silayev, chairman of the interrepublican economic 
committee. (4 min: turkish 071900) 

104 97 ivan silayev's remarks re armenia joining economic treaty, brief clip 
of silayev on cnn shown, economic minister saburov quoted on yeltsin 

.. support. ·-(one -min-,-sent l--tv-l0(0)------- -------- .. ---.-------- ---.--- .. -.. _ .... _. __ ..... ___ ._. 
105 LIFE IN USSR 
106 98 "review of letters": further in series of programs dealing with recent 

coup attempt. (6.5 min: engna 0100) 
107 99 anon on constitution day in ussr. (rpt enginter 071310, item 77 on 7 

oct list) (4-3 min: engna 0000 spanla 0000 portbraz 0000 0100 portuguese 
072200 amharic 071500 swahili 071700 turkish 071900 hungarian 072100) 

108 100 intvw with head of soviet market research institute. (4 min: dari 
071500) 

109 101 report on unemployment fund established in soviet union. (5 min: dari 
071500) 

110 102 intvw with vitaliy mikhail, chief editor of a new moscow magazine on 
animals, "our little brothers." (5 min: turkish 071900) 

111 103 gelekov report on celebration held in moscow to commemorate birthday 
of prophet muhammad organized by moscow mosque and islamic cultural center 
including stmt by imam of mosque aynudinov. (12 min, incl music: arabic 
1500) 

112 104 "youth program": youth news; social security for univ students; st. 
petersburg band. (25-20 min, incl music: mand 1100 1300) 

113 105 "ussr today": (solovyev) on republics' econ treaty (5.5 min); report 
on executive, legislative changes (4.5 min); (jelov) intro to man with 
exceptional mental powers (4 min). (14 min, overall: mand 1400) 

114 106 "soviet problems, events, figures": anon on remark by acting speaker 
of russian supsov at press conf in moscow that there is no conflict 
between national assembly of russian republic and president of russian 
republic (5 min); anon on moves of (communist dominated) crimean peninsula 

.• ',"=" '. ,'. ~ ,!;". '. ~ • 
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for (independence) (6 min, poor); anon on how foreigners view life of 
soviet people, cites remarks by jordanian broadcasting reporter, others (5 
min); anon on new laws of russian republic to be legislated by russia's 
sup sov (6 min, poor). (korean 0900) 

115 TB0910141691TAKE7 
116 107 "wang xiao half-hour": press review; reublics' coop problems; minority 

nationalities; armenian artist's exhibition. (30 min, incl music: mand 
1400) 

117 108 "update": inclanon account of aleksandr yakovlev's moscow lecture 
criticizing marxist theory (4.5 min); irina simonova on regular tuesday 
mtg at rsfsr parliament between leadership and mps, this week chaired by 
rutskoy and burbulis, pointing out though this was not first meeting it 
attracted many people, and judgingby questions noone remained indifferent, 
rutskoy quoted answering questions in connection with his visit to 
chechen-ingush and situation in the economy (4 min); anon intvw with 
muscovite who has amazing psychic abilities-for example, he is able to 
switch the tv from chennel to channel using these abilities (3 min). 
(enginter 2010) 

118 109 "mail box" program: answers various questions asked by moscow radio 
listeners, such as what is cause of sudden rise in tide in caspian sea. 
(24 min, incl music: korean 0900) 

119 110 misc internal ussr items: 38: sov 6 engna 3 latam 6 mideast 2 asc 11 
asnc 10 

120 POOR: engna 0000 0100 polish 1600 mand 072200 viet 1400 jap 071100 
121 DROPPED: tamil 1400 (endall) 8 Oct 91 
122 TB0910141791TAKE8 

. -.... , ..... ," 




